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TEACHER ASSISTANCE TEAMS: A PROCESS FOR DEMOCRATIC TEACHERS

INTRODUCTION:

There are several names by which the Teacher Assistance Team is

known. This is a building-level concept therefore each group can

name it whatever they feel best describes what they want the group to

do. Some common names are: Intervention Assistance Team, Building

Level Assistance Team, Staff Support Team, and Instructional Support

Team.

The Teacher Assistance Team process has come about from the

increase in referrals for special education services, mostly for the

learning disabilities classroom. The increase is problematic because

there is still no good definition of what a learning disability

really is, and the funding for new units in schools has been cut

dramatically. The Teacher Assistance Team has been devised as a way

to intervene to break the cycle of student failure. The cycle typi-

cally starts with the student failing to achieve for some reason.

The student's teacher moves the class on to the next skill in the

curricular sequence even though the student has not learned a prere-

quisite skill. This causes the student to fail at the next skill,

thus felling farther behind. This repeats itself until the student

is so far behind he/she is referred as being handicapped in some way.

Generally speaking, the teacher is not at fault because it is impos-

sible to individualize for 25 or 5o students and still cover a year's

worth of material.

The Teacher Assistance Team is a process rather than a method or

an innovation. It is not something that can be packaged and sold.



Either the leadership exists to make it work or it doesn't. If a

school does it because it is the latest idea in the literature or the

state department of education has mandated it, it will hecome just

another one of those fads that continually pass through educ.tion.

PART 1. WHAT IS A TEACHER ASSISTANCE TEAM?

Just by it's name one can tell that it will be a group of

people who help teachers. The people who make up the group are

teachers and support personnel selected from the building staff. The

size of the group can vary according to what works best for that

particular school. geing on the team is generally an extra duty to

be done outside of the school day for no pay.

PART 2. WHAT IS THE NEED FOR A TEACHER ASSISTANCE TEAM?

The need arises out of the acknowledgement that there are prob-

lems which exist in today's schools. The Teacher Assistance Team is

a process to find the solution% to the problems.

Typical student related problems addressed by a Teacher A5S1S-

tance Team

A. behavior problem in class

D. behavior problem in school, outside of class

C. lack of motivation

D. student with ability doe, not achieve as expected

F. student with low-average ability does not achieve

F. low self-esteem
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G. standardized test scores do not reflect ability

The leacher Assistance Team can also become an intervention in

an established system that does not work efficiently. In this way it

can be a solution, to many problems itself.

Typical system related problems addressed by the Teacher Assis-

tance Team

A. isolation of teachers

A. "experts" don't have the answers to specific problems

C. inservice training is deficient

D. continuing education is removed from school setting

E. student problems are becoming very complex

F. possibilities for communication within the school

Systems are few

PART 3. HOW DOES THE TEACHER ASSISTANCE TEAM WORK?

Like most processes, Teacher Assistance Team is a series of

sequential steps. To maximize effectiveness, it is best if the steps

are followed from start to finish for every ;,ask.

Steps to the Teacher Assistance Team process

1. a teacher Identifies a student's need and questions

how to meet that need.

2. the teacher fills out a referral form with pertinent

information including a description of the student's
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specific problem and gives it to the Teacher Assis-

tance Team chairperson.

3. the Teacher Assistance Team chairperson distributes

copies of the form to the team members with an agenda

for the next meeting.

4. prior to the meeting, each team -*ember writes down

possible solutions to the problem.

5. at the meeting, the teacher briefly describes the

problem (5 minutes).

6. the team members ask questions (5 minutes).

7. the team members individually present their written

ideas.

8. the team brainstorms any new ideas or combinations of

ideas.

9. the referring teacher is asked to select the best

idea(-).

10. a plan of acti3n is written using the selected

idea(s).

11. a team member is assigned to regular follow-up with

the teacher.

12. a follow-up meeting date with the team is 'et.

13. A, the follow-up meeting the referring teacher de-

scribes how the plan has worked. These are noted for

future reference either for other similar students or

for this, sthdent's future teachers.

14 . at. this st rh it is (1, 1(Ic whr.thrr to

r,

,If ( r!) I t ht, .,t IF -



CP;S of thP plan, to try a diftproof plan 0.tartinq

over at step #8), or to rpfor to tilt, special ed com-

mittee for testing.

PART 4. HOW IS A LEACHER ASSISTANCE TEAM STARTED?

How the team is started is critical to the success of the team.

Many worthwhile ideas have died in action because they were forced on

staff who did not want them. On the other hand, we in education are

used to new ideas coming through all the time but we are not used to

sticking to any one thing for very long. It often takes more skill

to keep the Teacher Assistance Team operating year after year than it

does to start it.

The first step is for some person to like the concept of the

team enough to commit to starting the idea circulating among the ap-

propriate people. Usually the idea comes down from the curriculum

coordinator or other central office administrator or from a principal

just back from an inservice. There is no reason that it could not

come from a teacher or parent. It might even work better if it did.

The team being described here is strictly building level. A school

district may wish to coordinate the teams, but each one operates

independently

The next step rs to introduce the idea and a plan for implement-

ing it to the building Gtaff. There may exist a school staff that

could successfully run a team without the involvement or support of

the principal, but it is generally felt that the support of the

principal is critical. Leadership is a very important issue in this
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process. Creative problem solving cannot be forced or mandated.

People need to feel an ownership of the idea and that they are re-

spected as persons and professionals within the process. The chair-

person of the team is often the principal but it does not have to by.

The information that needs to be presented to the staff in-

cludes:

Information to be presented to staff

A. What the Teacher Assistance Team is.

B. What problems the Teacher Assistance Team hopes to

address.

C. How the Teacher Assistance Team process works.

D. How often the Teacher Assistance Team will meet and

for how long.

E. Expressed need for volunteers to by on the Teacher

Assistance Team.

After some time is given to the staff to think about the ich'a

and a list of volunteers is compiled, the chairperson and the prin-

cipal discuss the selection of the team members. Criteria for selec-

tion should be:

Teachcfrs selected should represent:

A. the range of grade levels or subject aras within the

building

B. a variety of teaching styles.
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C. a willingness to wor% together and sharp ideas.

D. a willingness to devote extra time and effort

E. a range of experience

The first meeting of the newly selected team should be for

planning and not have referrals to deal with at that time. The team

members may need to be introduced to the underlying concept of the

team that is different from the averaw. romrnittee with which most

people arp iamiliar. This initia' meeting i-; intended to open unm-

munication between member.. and ,,erve as an example for future meet-

ings.

Agenda for the first Teacher Assistance Team meeting

A. how teams are built and operate.

B. how the team plans to interact with the rest of the

staff.

C. what is the role and responsibility of each team

member.

D. what information should be on the referral form (the

chairperson could provide a selection of possible

forms and the team could choose one rather than create

one from scratch at the meeting).

E. listing available resources.

F. set team goals.

C. the meeting frequency, time and location



The team, and what it intends to accomplish then needs to be

presented to the rest of the staff. At this point the Teacher Assis-

tance Team is ready for referrals and to operate.

PART 5: MAKING THE TEACHER ASSISTANCE TEAM EFFECTIVE

It was stated earlier that starting a Teacher Assistance Team is

easier than keeping it going. This is due to several f:lctors that

are unpredictable at the beginning. Success really depends on how

well the leader of the team handles these factors.

Factors influencing success of the Teacher Assistance Team

A. value of team to the staff

B. ability of chairperson to lead

C. communication among the team and to staff

D. organization of process

E. support of principal

F. atmosphere of the staff; how they get along together

G. ability of the team to be flexible to adjust to the

needs of the building staff

CONCLUSION

The Teacher Assistance Team is a process which attempts to

overcome the self-imposed barriers of isolation and top-down bureau-

cratic flow of power within school systems today. It realizes that

schools are staffed with competent, creative people '.ho can indeed

solve some difficult problems if given a chance. The most important



motivation for these teams is acknowledging that there are many

students in school today who are not getting the help they need. All

education professionals would like to be able to say that they only

focus on the needs of each of their students, but that is an impos-

sibility. The leacher Assistance Team provides help for those stu-

dents whom teachers have previously been too frustrated or overworked

to help.


